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Summary 1.1 Active articulators. – 1.2 Location. – 1.3 Movement. – 1.4 Two-handed 
signs. – 1.5 Non-manuals.

1 Sublexical structure

Signs do not represent unanalysable wholes, but rather entities that 
have an internal structure and can be decomposed into smaller units 
called phonemes. This chapter describes the phonological organisa-
tion and the inventory of phonemes in LIS. 

As any other language, LIS contains a finite set of phonemic units. 
These can be grouped into five classes, also known as phonological 
parameters. Four classes are related to the hands: handshape, ori-
entation, location, and movement. Hands are not equally function-
ing, as one of the two acts as the dominant hand. This is the most 
active one while signing and it is typically the hand the signer feels 
most comfortable with. The fifth class is represented by non-man-
uals, a term that refers to facial expressions, head and body move-
ments. Note that many signs are characterised by neutral facial ex-
pressions, hence do not realise a specific phoneme for non-manuals. 

To see how the five classes of phonemes are integrated into one 
sign, we observe the phonological structure of the sign thin.
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thin

This sign is a one-handed sign because it is realised with the domi-
nant hand only. It can be decomposed into the following phonemes: 
i) handshape: extended pinky; ii) orientation: wrist side directed to-
ward the endpoint of the movement; iii) location: neutral space (the 
space in front of the signer’s upper body); iv) movement: straight 
downward; and v) non-manuals: contracted cheeks and/or protrud-
ing tongue.

Phonemes do not carry any meaning per se. However, when they 
combine with each other to form signs, the presence of a phoneme 
rather than another can produce a change of meaning. When two 
signs differ in only one phonological parameter, share the others, and 
have distinct meanings, they form a minimal pair. An example of min-
imal pair in LIS is provided by the signs family and full.

a. family  � 
b. full  � 

These two signs form a minimal pair because: i) they carry distinct 
meaning and ii) differ in only one phoneme. As shown in the vid-
eo examples, they have the same handshape (dominant hand open), 
orientation (palm directed toward the location), location (non-dom-
inant hand) and non-manuals (neutral facial expression), but differ-
ent movement (circular in family and straight in full).

Because of their capability to produce change of meaning, pho-
nemes are considered contrastive units. In this chapter, the presen-
tation of the inventory of LIS phonemes is accompanied by relevant 
minimal pairs showing their contrastive nature. When minimal pairs 
are not available, near-minimal pairs are shown.

Notice that phonemes in LIS represent a limited inventory which 
does not include all the possible articulatory forms. For instance, one 
phoneme may be realised in the language through different articula-
tory variants called phones. Although visually recognizable, they do 
not cause any meaning difference. Therefore, differently from pho-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_afamily.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_bfull.mp4
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nemes, phones are not contrastive. To illustrate, the phonological 
form extended pinky can have two different phonetic realisations: 
one with adducted thumb (a) and the other with the thumb crossed 
over the folded fingers (b).

a. adducted thumb

b. crossed thumb

Crucially, the difference between (a) and (b) is not meaningful: they 
both can be used to produce the sign thin (see example above) with-
out any change in meaning. In other words, the sign thin with hand-
shape (a) and the sign thin with handshape (b) do not form a min-
imal pair. Because of their non-contrastive nature, phones are not 
considered two distinct phonemes, but rather two alternative pho-
netic realisations of the same phoneme. The use of one or the other 
may depend on independent factors, such as the form of neighbour-
ing signs and the signing speed. Note that this chapter aims at ab-
stracting away from all the possible phonetic realisations, providing 
an overview of the distinctive phonological forms only. 

In the next sections, the five classes of phonemes are described: 
handshape and orientation [PHONOLOGY 1.1], location [PHONOLOGY 1.2], 
movement [PHONOLOGY 1.3], and non-manuals [PHONOLOGY 1.5]. The sec-
tion [PHONOLOGY 1.4] illustrates the phonological patterns emerging 
from two-handed signs, namely those signs articulated both by the 
dominant and non-dominant hand.
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1.1 Active articulators

Signs in LIS are expressed by two primary active articulators, name-
ly the two hands. This section aims at providing the inventory of 
hand configurations of the language. Note that hand configuration 
includes both handshape [PHONOLOGY 1.1.1] and orientation [PHONOLOGY 
1.1.2]: the former is the shape assumed by the hand, while the latter 
refers to the alignment of the relevant part of the hand with respect 
to the place of articulation.

1.1.1 Contrastive handshapes

The first phonological parameter discussed here is handshape. The 
internal structure of handshape is captured by two characteristics: 
finger selection and finger configuration. 

On the one hand, finger selection [PHONOLOGY 1.1.1.1] indicates which 
finger(s) of the hand is/are active during the articulation of the sign. 
On the other hand, finger configuration [PHONOLOGY 1.1.1.2] indicates 
the position assumed by the selected finger(s). For instance, the hand-
shape of the sign exist.not is characterised by: two selected fingers 
(thumb and index) and extended configuration.

exist.not

The distinction between finger selection and finger configuration is 
relevant because there are signs in LIS that have one set of select-
ed fingers and two distinct finger configurations occurring one af-
ter the other. An example is shown below.
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go_away

The sign go_away is articulated with one set of selected fingers 
(thumb and index) and two different finger configurations, changing 
from flat open to closed. Changes in handshape are extensively dis-
cussed in [PHONOLOGY 1.3.2].

1.1.1.1 Selected fingers

In the composition of the handshape, fingers do not behave uniform-
ly. An important distinction is that between selected and unselected 
fingers. In the sign exist.not, which has been discussed in the previ-
ous section, the selected fingers are thumb and index, while the un-
selected fingers are middle, ring, and pinky.

Selected fingers differ from unselected fingers because of three 
properties. Selected fingers can: i) change during the articulation of 
the sign (e.g. opening or closing), ii) contact a location, iii) be speci-
fied for marked finger configurations [PHONOLOGY 1.1.1.2]. On the contra-
ry, unselected fingers cannot have internal movement, cannot contact 
any location, and can only assume two finger configurations, name-
ly fully open or fully closed. The three properties characterising se-
lected fingers are exemplified by the LIS signs go_away (a), moon (b), 
and obligation (c), respectively.

 

a. go_away
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b. moon

c. obligation

These three signs share the same finger selection because all three 
of them select the thumb and index as active fingers. In the sign go_
away the selected fingers are subject to internal movement, from flat 
open to flat closed. In the sign moon, the selected fingers contact the 
signer’s face. In the sign obligation the selected fingers are bent, 
hence adopt a specific configuration. 

As for finger selection, LIS allows for a limited number of combi-
nations. The table below shows that the selected fingers range from 
one to five and there is a limited number of possible combinations. 
In most cases, the unselected fingers are flexed, but there are al-
so a couple of cases in which they are extended (3/5, F, and 8 hand-
shapes). For the sake of simplicity, the handshape names are in line 
with those typically used in LIS dictionaries. 
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Table 1 Finger selection

No. of 
selected 
fingers 

Selected fingers Flexed unselected 
fingers 

Extended 
unselected 
fingers 

one thumb  S handshape  / 

index  G handshape  / 

middle  /  3/5 handshape 

pinky  I handshape  / 

two thumb + index  L handshape  F handshape 

thumb + middle  /  8 handshape 

index + middle  V handshape  / 

thumb + pinky  Y handshape  / 

index + pinky  U handshape  / 
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No. of 
selected 
fingers 

Selected fingers Flexed unselected 
fingers 

Extended 
unselected 
fingers 

three thumb + index + 
middle 

 3 handshape  / 

four index + middle + 
ring + pinky 

 4 handshape  / 

five thumb + index + 
middle + ring + 
pinky 

 5 handshape  / 

In the remainder of this section, relevant minimal pairs are report-
ed to show how finger selection can create minimal contrasts in LIS 
signs. To show clear comparisons, all handshapes included in the min-
imal pairs are in extended configuration, the most common one (ex-
cept handshapes 3/5 and F, and 8 which, by nature, do not have ex-
tended selected fingers). 

Handshapes S and 5 are contrastive in the minimal pair tourna-
ment - pantomime.

a. tournament (handshape S)

b. pantomime (handshape 5)
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Handshapes V and Y are contrastive in the minimal pair twelve - yes.

a. twelve (handshape V)

b. yes (handshape Y)

Handshapes F and I are contrastive in the minimal pair correct - thread.

a. correct (handshape F)

b. thread (handshape I)
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Handshapes 3/5 and 5 are contrastive in the minimal pair nausea - 
satisfaction.

a. nausea (handshape 3/5)

b. satisfaction (handshape 5)

Handshapes G and I are contrastive in the minimal pair nobody - 
never.

a. nobody (handshape G)

b. never (handshape I)
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Handshapes L and 5 are contrastive in the minimal pair luxurious - 
information.

a. luxurious (handshape L)
 

b. information (handshape 5)

Handshapes 3 and 4 are contrastive in the minimal pair king - queen.

a. king (handshape 3)

b. queen (handshape 4)
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Handshapes U and 3 are contrastive in the minimal pair joke - for-
mula_one.

a. joke (handshape U)

b. formula_one (handshape 3)

Handshape 8 is an exceptional handshape in that it is included on-
ly in some signs articulated with closing and opening hand-internal 
movements [PHONOLOGY 1.3.2] and in a few regional lexical variants 
used in Trieste.

A few signs allow for two distinct lexical variant forms articulat-
ed with different handshapes. This possibility is exemplified by the 
sign train, which can be realised either with 2 selected fingers (hand-
shape V) or 3 selected fingers (handshape 3).
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a. train (handshape V)

 

b. train (handshape 3)

1.1.1.2 Finger configuration

In the composition of handshapes, the selected fingers combine with 
a specific configuration. The most common configuration in LIS is ex-
tended finger(s). Other possible configurations are: i) flat open (base 
joint flexion with no contact between thumb and fingers), ii) flat 
closed (base joint flexion with contact between thumb and fingers), 
iii) curved open (base and non-base joint flexion with no contact be-
tween thumb and fingers), iv) curved closed (base and non-base joint 
flexion with contact between thumb and fingers), and v) closed (full 
base and non-base joint flexion). Note that certain configurations al-
low the fingers to be either spread [+S] or unspread [-S]. These spe-
cial combinations are reported in the table as well.
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Table 2 Finger configuration

hand-
shapes 

extended flat open flat 
closed 

curved 
open 

curved 
closed 

closed 

S    /  /  /  /  / 

G    /  /    /   

3/5  /    /  /  /  / 

I    /  /  /  /  / 

L          /  / 

F  /          / 

8  /  /  /  /    / 

V  [+S]  /  /    /  / 

 [-S] 

Y    /  /  /  /  / 
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U    /  /  /  /  / 

3          /  / 

4      /  /  /  / 

5  [+S]      [+S]     

 [-S]  [-S] 

In the remainder of this section relevant minimal pairs are report-
ed to show how different finger configurations (flat open, flat closed, 
curved open, curved closed, closed, and finger spreading) can cre-
ate minimal contrasts in LIS signs. The flat open configuration is con-
trastive in the near-minimal pair formula_one - chess (extended 3 
vs. flat open 3, with a slight difference in orientation).

 

a. formula_one (extended 3)

 

b. chess (flat open 3)
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However, it should be noted that flat open L, flat open 3, and flat open 
5 are selected by a limited number of signs, typically lexicalized signs 
derived from classifier constructions [PHONOLOGY 1.1.3].

The flat closed configuration is phonologically contrastive in the 
minimal pair may - unemployed (extended 5 vs. flat closed F).

a. may (extended 5)

b. unemployed (flat closed 5)

Flat closed L and flat closed 3 are handshapes used in a limited num-
ber of signs, most of which are probably derived by handling classi-
fiers [PHONOLOGY 1.1.3].

The curved open configuration is phonologically contrastive in the 
minimal pair gesture - confusion (extended 5 vs. curved open 5).

a. gesture (extended 5)
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b. confusion (curved open 5)

The curved closed configuration is phonologically contrastive in the 
minimal pair suggestion - cigar (extended 5 vs. curved closed 5).

a. suggestion (extended 5)

b. cigar (curved closed 5)

The closed configuration is phonologically contrastive in the mini-
mal pair let - reject (extended 5 vs. closed 5).

a. let (extended 5)
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b. reject (closed 5)

Another contrastive phonological feature is finger spreading. This 
can be seen in the minimal pair glass - mirror (spread 5 vs. un-
spread 5).

a. glass (spread 5)

b. mirror (unspread 5)

1.1.2 Orientation

Orientation defines the relation between hand(s) and location. More 
specifically, it indicates which part of the hand is directed toward the 
place of articulation. Active articulators include six sides: i) palm, ii) 
back, iii) ulnar, iv) radial, v) wrist, and vi) fingertip side. The six sides 
of the hand relevant to orientation are illustrated below.
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Figure 1 Orientations

Two cases need to be distinguished: signs articulated on the body 
and signs articulated in neutral space. In signs articulated in a loca-
tion on the signer’s body, orientation consists in the side of the hand 
facing that location. For example, the sign dear is produced on the 
cheek. The orientation of this sign is palm because the hand faces 
the cheek with the palm of hand side.

dear (palm)

The same approach is adopted for signs articulated on the non-dom-
inant hand. For example, in the sign wound the orientation is ulnar 
because the dominant hand faces the non-dominant one with the ul-
nar side.
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wound (ulnar)

In the case of signs articulated in the neutral space, orientation con-
sists in the side of the hand pointing in the direction of the endpoint 
of the movement. For example, the orientation of the sign street is 
tips because the fingertip side of the articulators face the end of the 
movement trajectory of the sign.

street (tips)   � 

Orientation can be phonologically contrastive. The following pairs of 
signs show minimal contrasts with respect to orientation: correct - 
measure (wrist vs. ulnar), compliment - evidence (palm vs. back), and 
house - door (tips vs. radial).

a. correct (wrist)   � 
b. measure (ulnar)   � 
c. compliment (palm)   � 
d. evidence (back)   � 
e. house (tips)  � 
f. door (radial) � 

A few signs allow for two lexical variants produced with different 
orientation. For example, the sign programme is a two-handed sign 
in which the dominant hand can touch the non-dominant one either 
with the radial (a) or ulnar side (b).

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_streettips.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_acorrectwrist.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_bmeasureulnar.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_ccomplimentpalm.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_devidenceback.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_ehousetips.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_2_fdoorradial.mp4
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a. programme (radial)

b. programme (ulnar)

The articulation of some signs involves a hand-internal movement re-
sulting in a change in orientation [PHONOLOGY 1.3.2].

1.1.3 The manual alphabet & number signs

A few handshapes are limited to specific domains. This is the case 
of handshapes appearing in: i) fingerspelled words, ii) lexicalised 
signs derived from fingerspelling, and iii) lexicalised signs derived 
from classifier constructions. Illustrative examples are provided be-
low. No particular handshapes are exclusively used in number signs.

Some handshapes are exclusively used in borrowings from Italian, 
namely in fingerspelled words and signs derived from fingerspelling. 
In fingerspelled words, each letter of the Italian word is fingerspelled 
one after the other [LEXICON 2.2.2]. In signs derived from fingerspelling, 
the handshape typically corresponds to the first letter of the Italian 
translation of the sign [LEXICON 2.2.2.1]. The handshapes that are ex-
clusively used in fingerspelled words and signs derived from finger-
spelling are shown and described below.
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Table 3 Handshapes limited to fingerspelling

 handshape P   handshape D
 (new version) 

  handshape D
 (old version) 

  handshape E 

  handshape K   handshape R   handshape T   handshape W 

Handshape D (new version) and handshape P (same handshape but 
with different orientation) is realised by extending the index and par-
tially bending the other fingers so that the thumb touches the middle. 
Handshape D is realised with outward palm orientation and is found 
in the initialised sign sunday (Ita. domenica), as shown in (a). Hand-
shape P is realised with downward palm orientation and is found in 
the initialised sign powerpoint, as shown in (b).

  

a. sunday - new sign (handshape D, new version)

b. powerpoint (handshape P)
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Handshape D (old version) is realised by bending the middle over 
the index. Notice that this handshape was used to represent D in the 
old manual alphabet and it appears in the old initialised sign sun-
day (Ita. domenica).

sunday - old sign (handshape D, old version)

Handshape E is realised by bending and hooking all the fingers. It is 
found in the initialised sign europe (Ita. Europa).

europe (handshape E)

Handshape K is realised by extending the index, bending the middle 
at base joint, and extending the thumb so that it touches the base of 
the middle. It is found in the sign ok.

ok (handshape K)

Handshape R is realised by crossing the middle over the index and 
it is used in the initialised sign record.
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record (handshape R)

Handshape t is realised by bending the index at base joint and ex-
tending the thumb so that it touches the base of the index. No initial-
ised signs have been found with this handshape.

Handshape w is realised by extending index, middle, and ring. 
Because of its articulatory complexity, it is not frequently used by 
LIS signers. In borrowings from English [LEXICON 2.2], the handshape 
W can be replaced by handshape 4 for ease of articulation (as in the 
sign workshop).

a. workshop (handshape W)

b. workshop (handshape 4)

Some handshapes are exclusively, or almost exclusively, found in 
signs derived from classifiers. Notice that, in some cases, the dis-
tinction between core lexical elements [LEXICON 1.1] and classifiers [LEX-
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ICON 1.2.1] may not be straightforward. This set of handshapes usually 
represent the referent in the way it looks (Size-and-Shape-Specifiers, 
[MORPHOLOGY 5.2]) or is handled (handle classifiers, [MORPHOLOGY 5.1.3]).
The handshapes that are mostly used in signs derived from classifi-
ers are shown and described below.

Table 4 Handshapes limited to classifiers

  Flat open L   Flat closed L   Flat open 3   Flat closed 3 

  Flat open 5   Curved open 5 [-S]   Curved closed 5 

Flat open L appears in signs referring to thin rectangular objects 
(e.g. ticket, film, and collar).  

collar (flat open l)

Flat closed L appears in signs referring to small sharp objects (e.g. 
pencil, match, and woodpecker).

woodpecker (flat closed L)
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Flat open 3 appears in signs referring to little thin objects (e.g. chess). 

chess (flat open 3)

Flat closed 3 appears in signs referring to small objects handled by 
the hand (e.g. make_up and pen).

pen (flat closed 3)

Flat open 5 appears in signs referring to voluminous rectangular ob-
jects (e.g. watermelon, radiator, and videotape). 

videotape (flat open 5)

Curved open 5 [-S]: this handshape appears in signs referring to 
round objects (e.g. drinking_glass, bottle, and tube). 
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drinking_glass (curved open 5 [-S]

Curved closed 5 appears in signs referring to small-diameter round 
objects (e.g. spyglass and cigar).

spyglass (curved closed 5)

1.1.4 Other active articulators

In the production of LIS signs, hands play a crucial role. However, 
there are a few signs in which the most prominent articulator is not 
the hand, but the arm. Two examples are shown below, the signs 
transgress and move_to.

a. transgress � 
b. move_to � 

According to our informants, in situations where signers do not want 
some people to see what they are signing, some signs may be pro-
duced by non-manual articulators, rather than manual ones. In this 
way, the linguistic message is less likely to be noticed. For example, 
instead of producing a manual pointing with the index finger, the 
signer may direct his/her eye gaze and/or a head tilt toward the ob-
ject or person of interest.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_4_atransgress.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_1_4_bmoveto.mp4
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1.2 Location

Location is defined as the place where the sign is articulated. For 
ease of production and perception, the possible location distinctions 
are confined in a delimited area called signing space: this area ex-
tends from the waist line to just above the head in the vertical plane, 
from elbow to elbow in the horizontal plane, and from the signer’s 
body to the area immediately in front of the upper body in the mid-
sagittal plane (for more details see [PRAGMATICS 8]). The extension of 
the signing space might not be perfectly homogeneous among sign-
ers: for example, it has been observed that young signers tend to use 
a slightly smaller signing space than older signers. In some excep-
tional signs, the place of articulation is outside the signing space: 
they are usually signs referring to particular body parts or items of 
clothing. For instance, the sign leg is articulated below the waist line.

leg

The main areas in which signs in LIS are located are: head, body, 
non-dominant-hand, and neutral space. In signs articulated in body 
locations, it is not necessary that the articulator touches the relevant 
body part, it is sufficient that it is close enough to it. If it is not close 
to body locations, the articulation of the sign is in the neutral space 
(the area of space in front of the upper body).

Considering the four major areas listed above, the relevant loca-
tion distinctions are: i) head: whole face, upper face, ears, eyes, nose, 
cheeks, mouth, chin, neck; ii) body: shoulders and upper torso, chest, 
lower torso, arm, wrist; iii) non-dominant hand: palm, tips, radial, 
back; and iv) neutral space.

In some cases, location might be directly linked to the meaning 
of the sign. Location has an iconic motivation if it points toward the 
body part directly linked to the meaning of the sign (e.g. the noun 
nose signed on the nose, the adjective blind signed close to the eyes, 
the verb hear signed close to the ear) or if it is the area in which the 
referent is used (e.g. the sign crown in the upper part of the head). 
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Location has a metaphoric motivation if it is linked to the meaning 
of the sign through an abstract or conventional relation (e.g. ration-
al actions like think and imagine are signed in the upper face ar-
ea, whereas emotional states like excitement and fall_in_love are 
signed in the chest area). 

The location distinctions listed above are phonologically contras-
tive: indeed, different places of articulation can determine minimal 
contrasts. As evidence of their distinctive nature, the different loca-
tions are presented and exemplified through minimal pairs.

The area of the head includes the highest number of location 
distinctions. This is not surprising because the head is the area of 
highest visual acuity. During a conversation in sign language, visual 
attention generally focuses on the signer’s face. The signs whose lo-
cation is the whole face are not many. This is because signers tend to 
avoid hiding their facial expressions with their hands, as they play a 
very important role in the signing stream. The distinctive locations 
included in the area of the head are represented in the image below.

Figure 2 Locations in the area of the face

The minimal pair between a variant form of africa and the sign sat-
isfaction shows that whole face and chest are distinctive locations. 
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a. africa (whole face)

b. satisfaction (chest)

In the case of those parts of the face having two distinct members 
(i.e. temple, ear, eye, and cheek), one-handed signs are produced near 
the ipsilateral member (the right temple, ear, eye, and cheek for a 
right-handed person).

The highest location in the head area involves the upper part of 
the head, the forehead, and the temples. The central part of the head 
can be the location of one-handed signs only, whereas in the later-
al part of the forehead and the temples both one-handed and two-
handed signs can be produced. Lots of signs in the upper face refer 
to objects worn on the head (e.g. hat, crown), or to cognitive activi-
ties (e.g. think, remember). The contrastive nature of this location is 
shown by the minimal pair memory - human (upper face vs. cheek).

a. memory (upper face)
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b. human (cheek)

Signs realised in the ear area are usually one-handed signs. Their 
meaning is typically connected to the ear in some way (e.g. hearing, 
listen, earring). This location is distinct from the upper head, as 
shown in the minimal pair hear - know (ear vs. upper face).

a. hear (ear)

b. know (upper face)

The area of the eye is typically the location of signs whose meaning 
is linked to the eye or the ability to see (e.g. look, blind, glasses). 
This location is distinctive in the minimal pair including a variant 
form of blind and the sign crazy (eye vs. upper face).
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a. blind (eye)

b. crazy (upper face)

Signs produced close to the nose are (almost) exclusively one-hand-
ed signs. They usually have a semantic connection to the nose and 
its function (e.g. sniffle, fragrance). Some signs make metaphorical 
reference to the nose: for example, curious contains the same meta-
phor of the Italian idiom ficcare il naso ‘to stick one’s nose into some-
thing’. The distinctive nature of this location can be seen in the min-
imal pair smell - let_s_see (nose vs. eye).

a. smell (nose)
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b. let_s_see (eye)

The area of the cheek is typically selected by signs whose meaning 
is connected to the cheek in some way. For example, the sign sleep 
makes reference to the fact that in a common sleeping position the 
cheek is pressed against the pillow. Other signs articulated in this 
location refer to people (e.g. woman, mother, man). The fact that the 
cheek can be phonologically distinctive is shown in the minimal pairs 
human - memory (cheek vs. upper face, above) and mother - sorry 
(cheek vs. chin).

a. mother (cheek)

b. sorry (chin)

The signs articulated on the mouth are mostly one-handed signs. 
They typically refer to the mouth and actions performed by it (e.g. 
speak, mute, drink). The contrastive nature of this location is shown 
by the minimal pair speak - be_familiar (mouth vs. upper face).
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a. speak (mouth)

b. be_familiar (upper face)

The chin is a location commonly selected by one-handed signs, too. 
The fact that this location can be phonologically distinctive is shown 
in the minimal pairs sorry - mother (chin vs. cheek, above) and verb 
- lawyer (chin vs. nose).

a. verb (chin)

b. lawyer (nose)
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The last distinctive location in the head is the area of the neck. It is select-
ed by signs that usually have a direct connection to the neck (e.g. voice, 
bow_tie) or a metaphorical connection to it (e.g. forced meaning preso 
per il collo, ‘taken by the throat’). The contrastive nature of this location 
is shown by the minimal pair thirst - headache (neck vs. upper face).

a. thirst (neck)

b. headache (upper face)

The distinctive body locations in LIS are: shoulders and upper tor-
so, chest, lower torso, arm, and wrist. These locations are illustrat-
ed in the image below.

Figure 3 Locations in the area of the body
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The shoulders and upper torso represent the location of signs refer-
ring to objects carried on the shoulders (e.g. bag, coat), signs refer-
ring to time (e.g. yesterday, before), and other signs. One-handed 
signs produced in this location may select the ipsilateral shoulder 
(e.g. soldier) or the contralateral one (e.g. fault). The contrastive na-
ture of this location is shown by the minimal pair soldier - poss1 (up-
per torso vs. chest, with a slight difference in absolute orientation).

a. soldier (upper torso)

b. poss1 (chest)

The area of the chest is intended as the central part of the torso. 
This location is selected by many signs referring to feelings and emo-
tions (e.g. love, suffer, jealousy). The chest area can be contrastive 
in minimal pairs, as shown in poss1 - soldier (chest vs. upper torso, 
above) and in bra - underwear (chest vs. lower torso).

a. bra (chest)
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b. underwear (lower torso)

The signs produced in the lower part of the torso are not many be-
cause this is probably the area of lowest visual acuity. This location is 
contrastive in some minimal pairs, as shown in underwear - bra (low-
er torso vs. chest, above) and in hunger - dog (lower torso vs. neck).

a. hunger (lower torso)

b. dog (neck)

The area of the non-dominant arm is a large location including the up-
per arm, the elbow, and the forearm. All the signs selecting the area 
of the non-dominant arm are one-handed signs. Many of them make 
reference to special roles or qualifications (e.g. team_captain, assis-
tant, union_official). The contrastive nature of the arm is shown by 
the minimal pair rude - propriety (arm vs. chest).
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a. rude (arm)

b. propriety (chest)

The non-dominant wrist is selected mostly by signs that are direct-
ly or indirectly connected to the wrist. An instance of direct connec-
tion is the sign watch, whereas an instance of indirect connection is 
patient (this sign refers to the fact that doctors usually check on pa-
tients’ wrist pulse). The contrastive nature of the wrist is shown by 
the minimal pair sick - headache (wrist vs. upper face).

a. sick (wrist)
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b. headache (upper face)

In some two-handed signs, the non-dominant hand is not an active ar-
ticulator. Rather, it is a passive articulator and functions as a place of 
articulation. To illustrate, in the sign work the dominant hand moves 
in a circular way on the vertical plane and when it moves downwards 
it touches the location of the sign, namely the non-dominant hand. If 
this movement occurs in the neutral space rather than on the non-
dominant hand, the sign produced is shepherd. The minimal pair 
work - shepherd is shown below.

a. work (non-dominant hand)

b. shepherd (neutral space)

The sides of the non-dominant hand that can be relevant to the artic-
ulation of this type of signs are: palm, back, radial, and tips. 
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Figure 4 Locations in the area of the non-dominant hand

Below we can see some signs showing the contrastive nature of these 
location distinctions: the pair soap - cheese (palm vs. back) and the 
triplet stop - half - limit (palm vs. radial vs. ulnar).

 

a. soap (palm)

b. cheese (back)
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c. stop (palm)

d. half (radial)

e. limit (ulnar)

The fourth major area, the neutral space, is the largest area and con-
stitutes the place of articulation of the majority of the LIS signs. Signs 
in neutral space can be articulated approximately in the middle (pen), 
high (god), low (foot), or in a lateral position (toilet).

a. pen (middle)
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b. god (high)

c. foot (low)

d. toilet (lateral)

It is not entirely clear whether the neutral space is subdivided into 
contrastive subareas. According to some informants, differences in 
height are distinctive. For example, table and floor are very similar 
signs articulated in the neutral space with the only difference that 
the former is at chest level and the latter is at waist level.

a. table (neutral space, middle)
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b. floor (neutral space, low)

A few signs allow two lexical variants produced in two different plac-
es of articulation. For example, the sign dog is a one-handed sign in 
which the dominant hand can touch either the chin or the neck with 
a repeated movement.

a. dog (chin)

b. dog (neck)

In some signs, the active articulator(s) move from a location to an-
other [PHONOLOGY 1.3.1].
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1.3 Movement

The dynamic nature of signs is captured by the movement parame-
ter. This can be described in terms of path (or primary) movements 
and secondary movements. 

Path movements consist in changes in location. To illustrate, the 
sign street involves a path movement because it requires that the 
two hands move in the neutral space from a starting location close 
to the signer’s body to a location farther away from it (in front of it).

street (path movement)  � 

Secondary movements consist in changes in handshape and/or orien-
tation. Handshape change is here exemplified by the sign ignorant, 
in which the handshape changes from extended 5 [-S] to flat closed 5. 

ignorant (handshape change)  � 

Orientation change is here exemplified by the sign break, in which 
the articulatory orientation changes from prone to neutral.

break (orientation change)  � 

The movement component may assume different timing properties. 
Specifically, signs can include non-repeated or repeated movements. 
These two possibilities can be phonologically contrastive and are 
found both with primary and secondary movements.

As for path movement (location change), the phonological contrast 
between a non-repeated and repeated pattern can be seen in the min-
imal pair life - live (single vs. repeated).

a. life (non-repeated movement)  � 
b. live (repeated movement)  � 

A minimal pair showing the contrast between single and repeated 
handshape change is composed by the sign good and a variant form 
of be_possible (single vs. repeated).

a. good (non-repeated movement)  � 
b. be_possible (repeated movement)  � 

The difference between single and repeated movement can be con-
trastive in orientation changes, too. This is exemplified by the mini-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_streetpathmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_ignoranthandshapechange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_breakorientationchange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_alifenonrepeatedmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_bliverepeatedmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_agoodnonrepeatedmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_bbepossiblerepeatedmovement.mp4
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mal pair function - motor (single vs. repeated).

a. function (non-repeated movement)  � 
b. motor (repeated movement)  � 

Combinations of different movement types are allowed. The possi-
ble combinations are the following: i) location change + handshape 
change; ii) location change + orientation change; iii) handshape 
change + orientation change; and iv) location change + handshape 
change + orientation change.

One example for each combination is provided below. The possi-
bility to combine location and handshape change is exemplified by 
the citation form of the sign copy, which requires both path move-
ment (from a location farther away from the signer’s body to a loca-
tion close to it) and secondary movement (handshape change from 
extended 5 [-S] to flat closed 5).

copy (location change + handshape change)  � 

Location change can be combined with orientation change as well. 
This can be observed in the citation form of the sign first_time, which 
requires both path movement (from the middle of the neutral space 
to a higher location) and secondary movement (orientation change 
determining wrist rotation, from prone to supine).

first_time (location change + orientation change) �

The two different types of secondary movements can be combined in 
one single sign. This possibility is shown in the sign case, in which 
the handshape changes from F to 5 (opening movement) and the ori-
entation changes from prone to supine (wrist rotation).

case (handshape change + orientation change)  � 

The last option combines all three kinds of movements (location, 
handshape, and orientation change). It is found in only a few signs 
and it is here exemplified by the sign hurl. As shown below, the 
movement of this sign undergoes three different changes: from near 
the signer’s body to a high contralateral location far from it (loca-
tion change), from handshape 5 to G (handshape change), and from 
prone to supine (orientation change).

hurl (location change + handshape change + orientation 
 change) 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_afunctionnonrepeatedmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_bmotorrepeatedmovement.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_copylocationchangehandshapechange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_firsttimelocationchangeorientationchange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_casehandshapechangeorientationchange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_hurllocationchangehandshapechangeorientationchange.mp4
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1.3.1 Path movement

Path movements are realised by moving the whole articulator(s) from 
one location to another on the body or in space. In this section, path 
movements are described in terms of two features: shape (how the 
hands move) and direction (where the hands move).

As for shape, there are three main possibilities: straight, arc, and 
circle. We exemplify these three shape types by the minimal triplet 
measure, gentle, and prepare.

a. measure (straight)  � 
b. gentle (arc)  � 
c. prepare (circle)  � 

These three signs share the same handshape (F), location (neutral 
space), and orientation (ulnar). They differ only in movement shape: 
measure has a straight movement (the hands move uniformly con-
tralaterally without bending), gentle has an arc movement (the hands 
move contralaterally with a curving trajectory without completing 
the circle), and prepare has a circle movement (the hands move all 
the way around, possibly more than once).

Another possible shape is represented by waving movements, in 
which the hands move with an undulating or zig-zagging motion. An 
example of this is shown in the sign lightning.

lightning (zigzag)  � 

Path movements in LIS can occur in six different directions: upward, 
downward, inward, outward, ipsilateralward, and contralateralward. 
These six directions are exemplified by the following signs: adult (up-
ward), thin (downward), grave (inward), street (outward), king (ip-
silateralward), and aunt (contralateralward).

a. adult (upward)  � 
b. thin (downward)  � 
c. grave (inward)  � 
d. street (outward)  � 
e. king (ipsilateralward)  � 
f. aunt (contralateralward)  � 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_ameasurestraight.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_bgentlearc.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_cpreparecircle.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_lightningzigzag.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_aadultupward.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_bthindownward.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_cgraveinward.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_dstreetoutward.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_ekingipsilateralward.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_fauntcontralateralward.mp4
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Diagonal movements can be described as combinations of two pri-
mary directions (e.g. ipsilateralward + downward).

Arc and circle movements can receive a further specification: 
clockwise and counterclockwise. It should be noted that this kind of 
direction is not intended in absolute terms. It can apply to all spatial 
planes and it is specified considering the signer’s dominant hand: in-
deed, a clockwise motion for a right-handed person corresponds to a 
counterclockwise motion for a left-handed person. To illustrate the dif-
ference between clockwise and counterclockwise direction, we con-
sider the case of right-handed signers and present two pairs of simi-
lar signs, one showing arc motion and the other circle motion. As for 
arc motion, the clockwise direction is found in the sign crown, while 
the counterclockwise one is found in the sign world. 

a. crown (clockwise)  � 
b. world (counterclockwise)  � 

Turning to circle motion, the clockwise direction is found in the sign 
stroll, while the counterclockwise one is found in the sign prepare.

a. stroll (clockwise)  � 
b. prepare (counterclockwise)  � 

Both arc and circle motions can occur in all three dimensional planes. 
For example, the arc motion in the sign everybody is articulated on 
the horizontal plane, in the sign rainbow on the vertical plane, and 
in the sign son on the midsagittal plane.

a. everybody (horizontal)  � 
b. rainbow (vertical)  � 
c. son (midsagittal)  � 

To illustrate the three possibilities with circle motion, we show the 
following examples: the sign sea is articulated on the horizontal 
plane, the sign tourism on the vertical plane, and the sign kin on the 
midsagittal plane.

a. sea (horizontal)  � 
b. tourism (vertical)  � 
c. kin (midsagittal)  � 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_acrownclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_bworldcounterclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_astrollclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_bpreparecounterclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_aeverybodyhorizontal.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_brainbowvertical.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_csonmidsagittal.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_aseahorizontal.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_btourismvertical.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_ckinmidsagittal.mp4
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A few signs allow for two distinct lexical variants articulated with 
different path movements. This possibility is exemplified by the sign 
seem, whose circle movement can be realised either clockwise or 
counterclockwise, as shown below.

a. seem (clockwise)  � 
b. seem (counterclockwise)  � 

Crucially, in cases such this, the use of one or the other motion di-
rection does not determine a change in meaning.

1.3.2 Secondary movement

Secondary movements are local or hand-internal movements. As said 
before, they can result in handshape and/or orientation changes.

The possible handshape changes can be categorized as follows: 
opening, closing, flattening, bending, wiggling, rubbing, and spread-
ing movements. 

In opening movements, the selected fingers change from a closed 
to an extended configuration. Various handshapes can be involved, 
for example F (medicine), 8 (gold), and 3 (flower).

a. medicine (handshape F)  � 
b. gold (handshape 8)  � 
c. flower (handshape 3)  � 

In closing movements, the selected fingers change from an extend-
ed to closed configuration. Various handshapes can be involved, for 
example L (bird), 3 (speak), and 5 (understand).

a. bird (handshape L)  � 
b. speak (handshape 3)  � 
c. understand (handshape 5)  � 

The selected fingers usually move together, but they can also move 
separately, one after the other. The former case is exemplified by the 
sign grasp, in which the fingers close together. The latter case is ex-
emplified by the sign steal, in which the fingers close one after the 
other. This can occur with opening movement, too, as shown in the 
sign number.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_aseemclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_1_bseemcounterclockwise.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_amedicinehandshapef.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bgoldhandshape8.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cflowerhandshape3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_abirdhandshapel.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bspeakhandshape3.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cunderstandhandshape5.mp4
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a. grasp (fingers close together)  � 
b. steal (fingers close one after the other)  � 
c. number (fingers open one after the other)  � 

In some signs, the selected fingers flex at base joints. This hand-in-
ternal movement is called flattening and is found, for example, in 
the sign rabbit.

rabbit  � 

When the selected fingers flex at the base joint and extend repeated-
ly in an alternating way, a wiggling movement is produced. To illus-
trate, this type of secondary movement is found in the sign computer.

computer  � 

Another possible handshape change is bending. This secondary move-
ment occurs when the selected fingers flex at non-base joints. For ex-
ample, it is found in the sign photo.

photo  � 

Rubbing movements characterise signs in which the thumb applies 
friction to the other selected finger(s). A sign produced with rubbing 
movement is money.

money  � 

Spreading movements occur when the handshape changes from a 
spread to an unspread configuration. This type of secondary move-
ment can be observed in the sign scissors, in which index and mid-
dle fingers spread and unspread repeatedly.

scissors  � 

Different types of handshape change can be phonologically contras-
tive. For example, the signs switch_on and switch_off are very sim-
ilar signs and differ only in internal movement (opening in switch_
on and closing in switch_off).

a. switch_on (opening)  � 
b. switch_off (closing)  � 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_agraspfingersclosetogether.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bstealfingerscloseoneaftertheother.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cnumberfingersopenoneaftertheother.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_rabbit.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_computer.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_photo.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_money.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_scissors.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_aswitchonopening.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bswitchoffclosing.mp4
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As shown by the videos above, the sign switch_on involves an open-
ing movement from closed to open 5, whereas the sign switch_off 
involves a closing movement from open to closed 5.

The presence or absence of handshape change can create phono-
logical contrasts. This can be seen in the minimal pair aunt - free_of_
charge: the only difference between these two signs is that aunt does 
not require any hand-internal movement, whereas free_of_charge 
requires an opening movement from closed 5 to handshape G.

a. aunt (without handshape change)  � 
b. free_of_charge (with handshape change)  � 

The possible orientation changes can occur in three different ways: 
i) wrist rotation, ii) pivoting, and iii) nodding.

In wrist rotation, there is a change in palm orientation. This change 
can be from prone to supine (e.g. betray), from supine to prone (e.g. 
forbidden), or repeated from one position to the other (e.g. music).

a. betray (from prone to supine)  � 
b. forbidden (from supine to prone)  � 
c. music (supine/prone repeatedly)  � 

In pivoting, there is a change in finger orientation. This change can 
be from radial to ulnar (e.g. impossible_pa_pa), from ulnar to radial 
(e.g. stupid), or repeated from one position to the other (e.g. motor).

a. impossible_pa_pa (from radial to ulnar)  � 
b. stupid (from ulnar to radial)  � 
c. motor (radial/ulnar repeatedly)  � 

In nodding, there is a change in both palm and finger orientation. 
This change can be from palm to back (e.g. open), from back to palm 
(e.g. closed), or repeated from one position to the other (e.g. spring).

a. open (from palm to back)  � 
b. closed (from back to palm)  � 
c. spring (palm/back repeatedly)  � 

Different types of orientation change can be phonologically contras-
tive. For instance, the signs hammer and key are very similar with 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_aauntwithouthandshapechange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bfreeofchargewithhandshapechange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_abetrayfrompronetosupine.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bforbiddenfromsupinetoprone.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cmusicsupinepronerepeatedly.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_aimpossiblepapafromradialtoulnar.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bstupidfromulnartoradial.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cmotorradialulnarrepeatedly.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_aopenfrompalmtoback.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bclosedfrombacktopalm.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_cspringpalmbackrepeatedly.mp4
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the difference that in the former the closed G handshape repeated-
ly changes from back to palm (nodding), whereas in the latter the 
closed G handshape changes from prone to supine (wrist rotation).

a. hammer (nodding)  � 
b. key (wrist rotation)  � 

The presence or absence of handshape change can create phonolog-
ical contrasts. For example, the two grammatical signs ix(dem) [LEXI-
CON 3.6.1] and pe [LEXICON 3.6.1] and [SYNTAX 3.4.2.1] are almost identical be-
cause they share the same handshape (G), relative orientation (tips), 
location (neutral space), and movement (toward a deictic or anaphor-
ic locus in the neutral space). What distinguishes these two signs is 
that in ix(dem) no orientation change occurs, whereas in pe the G 
handshape changes from radial to ulnar (pivoting).

a. ix(dem) (without orientation change)  � 
b. pe (with orientation change)  � 

1.4 Two-handed signs

In LIS, some signs are articulated with one hand only (the domi-
nant hand), while others require the use of both hands. The use of 
one or two hands can be phonologically distinctive and this is dem-
onstrated by the existence of minimal pairs showing the opposition 
one-handed vs. two-handed. Two examples are the pairs pleasure - 
clothes and rent - tea.

a. pleasure (one hand)  � 
b. clothes (two hands)  � 
c. rent (one hand)  � 
d. tea (two hands)  � 

As shown above, clothes and tea are articulated with both hands, 
while pleasure and rent are made with the dominant hand only. 

Despite being both two-handed signs, clothes and tea differ one 
from the other in the following respect: the former is symmetrical, 
while the latter is asymmetrical. In symmetrical two-handed signs, 
both hands are active articulators and move in an independent lo-
cation specification. In the case of clothes, both the dominant and 
non-dominant hand move downward on the chest. Orientation and 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_ahammernodding.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bkeywristrotation.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_aixdemwithoutorientationchange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_3_2_bpewithorientationchange.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_apleasureonehand.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_bclothestwohands.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_crentonehand.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_dteatwohands.mp4
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handshape are identical in the two hands. In asymmetrical two-hand-
ed signs, only the dominant hand moves, whereas the non-dominant 
hand is a passive articulator functioning as place of articulation. In 
the case of tea, the dominant hand moves downward close to the non-
dominant hand, which does not move. Moreover, the two hands also 
differ in terms of orientation and handshape.

Notice that, in some cases, two-handed signs may display articu-
latory reduction and be produced with the dominant hand only. This 
particular phenomenon is called weak hand drop [PHONOLOGY 3.1.4].

1.4.1 Symmetrical signs

As previously mentioned, symmetrical signs require that both hands 
are active articulators and move. The allowed patterns are: simulta-
neous movement and alternating movement.

In simultaneous movements, the hands move in tandem toward 
the same direction. For example, the sign dangerous shows a case of 
simultaneous movement because the hands move in-phase. In alter-
nating movements, the hands move together in an out-of-phase fash-
ion and always point toward different directions. An example of this 
can be observed in the sign violent.

a. dangerous (simultaneous)  � 
b. violent (alternating)  � 

In symmetrical two-handed signs, the non-dominant hand must as-
sume the same handshape of the dominant hand. Indeed, in the signs 
above both hands share the same handshape (unspread 5). An excep-
tion to this restriction is represented by the sign week, in which the 
hands show the same movement but have different handshapes (5 for 
the non-dominant and L for the dominant hand).

week  � 

1.4.2 Asymmetrical signs

In asymmetrical two-handed signs, the two hands have different func-
tions: the dominant one acts as active articulator, whereas the non-
dominant one functions as place of articulation. 

In order to capture the correct articulation of this class of signs, it is 
important to identify the specific location of the non-dominant hand in 
which the sign is articulated and the handshape assumed by it. As pre-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_1_adangeroussimultaneous.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_1_bviolentalternating.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_4_1_week.mp4
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viously discussed [PHONOLOGY 1.2], the possible location specifications of 
the non-dominant hand are back, palm, radial, and tips. The existence 
of minimal pairs differing in these specifications show that they are 
phonologically distinctive. The handshape of the non-dominant hand 
can either be identical to the handshape of the dominant hand or differ-
ent from it. For example, in the sign minute both hands assume the F 
handshape, whereas in the sign potato the dominant and the non-domi-
nant hand assume different handshapes, F and unspread 5, respectively.

a. minute (same handshape)

b. potato (different handshape)

It should be noted that when the two hands share the same hand-
shape, a large set of possible handshapes is available. On the con-
trary, when the two hands assume different shapes, the handshape 
of the non-dominant hand is restricted to a limited set of options, 
which are reported below. 

Table 5 Non-dominant handshapes allowed in asymmetrical two-handed signs

  5   unspread 5  curved 
open 5 

  curved 
closed 5 

 closed 5   G 
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In most asymmetrical two-handed signs, the non-dominant hand as-
sumes either one of these two handshapes: unspread 5 or closed 5. 
For example, the non-dominant hand assumes the unspread 5 hand-
shape in the signs cheese (a) and half (b) and the closed 5 handshape 
in the signs family (c) and work (d).

  

a. cheese (unspread 5)

b. half (unspread 5)

c. family (closed 5)

d. work (closed 5)
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Although less common, other handshapes are also attested: spread 5 
(e.g. marriage), curved closed 5 (e.g. hole), curved open 5 (e.g. tea), 
and G (e.g. antenna).

a. marriage (spread 5)

b. hole (curved closed 5)

c. tea (curved open 5)

d. antenna (G)
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1.5 Non-manuals

The phonological description of lexical signs in LIS does not focus on-
ly on hand movements articulated with a certain handshape and ori-
entation in a certain location. Another phonological parameter that 
needs to be considered is represented by non-manuals. This term in-
cludes facial expressions, head and body movements. 

Focusing on mouth patterns, LIS signs make use of mouth gestures 
and mouthings. Mouth gestures are intended as mouth movements 
that do not have any connection with Italian. Mouthings are mouth 
movements producing the visual representation of Italian words.

Mouth gestures and mouthings can be phonologically distinctive, 
as proved by the existence of minimal pairs. For example, fresh and 
not_yet are both two-handed signs articulated with F handshape and 
a repeated lateral movement in the neutral space. They differ in non-
manuals only: fresh is accompanied by mouthing (the mouth voice-
lessly reproduces the equivalent spoken word, i.e. fresco), whereas 
not_yet is accompanied by mouth gesture [sss] (the mouth releases 
air as in sibilant [s] and lateral head shakes.

 ‘fresco’
a. fresh (mouthing) � 

 [sss]
b. not_yet (mouth gesture) � 

Mouth gestures and mouthings are described in detail in the next 
sections. 

1.5.1 Mouth gestures

Mouth gestures are actions of the mouth that are not derived from 
spoken Italian. Although LIS signers use less mouth gestures than 
mouthings, the former appear more uniform than the latter.

The category of mouth patterns is not strictly associated with the 
mouth. In a broader sense, it involves different components: jaw ap-
erture, position of the cheeks, tongue and lips, and use of air. To give 
an idea of the variety of mouth gestures attested in LIS, some exam-
ples are listed and shown below. Note that position of the lips and 
use of air often co-occur. Mouth gestures can involve: i) jaw aper-
ture (e.g. lowered jaw and open mouth ‘om’ in the sign astonishment), 
ii) position of the cheeks (e.g. puffed cheeks ‘pc’ in the sign fat), iii) 
position of the tongue (e.g. tongue protrusion ‘tp’ and/or contract-

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_afreshmouthing.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_bnotyetmouthgesture.mp4
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ed cheeks in the sign thin), iv) position of the lips (e.g. compression 
of the lower lip performed by the upper teeth ‘tl’ in the sign be_sor-
ry), and v) use of air (e.g. occlusion followed by a sudden release of 
air in the sign transgress).

lowered jaw+om
a. astonishment � 

 pc
b. fat � 

 tp
c. thin � 

 tl
d. be_sorry � 

 blow
e. transgress � 

The relationship between mouth gesture and manual sign can reflect 
different degrees of iconicity. It can be transparent, translucent, or 
opaque. In a transparent relationship, the mouth gesture iconically 
reflects the meaning of the sign. For example, in the articulation of 
the sign ice_cream_eat, the tip of the tongue is protruded (tp) as in 
the action of licking. A translucent relationship is clear to non-signers 
once it is explicitly explained. For example, in the articulation of the 
sign like.not, the tip of the tongue is visibly protruded (tp), as simi-
larly happens when people belonging to the Italian culture don’t like 
something and stick out their tongue. In an opaque relationship, the 
link between mouth gesture and manual sign is purely convention-
al. For example, the sign impossible_pa_pa and the associated mouth 
gesture [pa pa] are not semantically related.

 tp
a. ice_cream_eat � 

 tp
b. like.not � 

 [pa pa]
c. impossible_pa_pa � 

In some cases, the articulatory features of the mouth gesture are 
associated to the meaning through a metaphorical relation. For in-
stance, protrusion of the tongue frequently suggests negative conno-
tation, occlusives suggest immediacy, and lengthening of the mouth 
gesture indicates temporal continuity.

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_aastonishment.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_bfat.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_cthin.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_dbesorry.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_etransgress.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_aicecreameat.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_blikenot.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_1_cimpossiblepapa.mp4
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Mouth gestures not only contribute to the formation of signs, but 
they can also be used to convey specific adverbial meanings [LEXICON 3.5].

1.5.2 Mouthings

LIS signs are frequently accompanied by mouthings, the voiceless re-
production of the corresponding Italian words. This fact is probably 
due to the strong oralist tradition in Italian deaf education. There is 
an ongoing debate about the status of mouthings. Indeed, it is not yet 
clear whether they constitute a phonological building block of signs or 
a case of code blending (i.e. simultaneous use of two languages). As-
sessing which of these two hypotheses is correct falls out of the scope 
of this grammar. The section dealing with the non-native lexicon [LEXI-
CON 2.2.3] further discusses the role of mouthings in the lexicon.

It has been observed that, in spontaneous production, LIS sign-
ers tend to produce more mouthings than mouth gestures. The use 
of mouthings along with signing does not appear systematic since it 
varies from signer to signer and is influenced by various social var-
iables, such as the extra-linguistic context, the interlocutor(s), and 
the signer’s educational background. 

As for the linguistic functions, mouthing usually co-occurs more 
with nouns and adjectives and less frequently with verbs. It should be 
noted that functional elements of Italian such as plural morphemes 
and tense morphemes are not reproduced in the mouthings co-occur-
ring with LIS signs. As default, those associated with nouns repro-
duce the masculine singular form and those associated with verbs 
reproduce the infinitive or past participle form.

The semantic relationship between mouthing and sign can be of 
different types. First, the mouthing and the manual sign can be se-
mantically equivalent. For example, the sign man (Ita. uomo) is ac-
companied by the mouthing ‘uomo’.

‘uomo’
man � 

Second, the mouthing can complete the meaning conveyed by the 
manual sign so that the two components combine with each other 
and create a complex syntagmatic unit. For example, the sign go ac-
companied by the mouthing casa ‘house’ means to go home.

‘casa’
go � 
‘(To) go home’

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_man.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_go.mp4
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Third, the mouthing can add a more specific meaning to the manual 
sign (hyponymy). For example, the mouthing abete ‘fir’ can be com-
bined with the sign tree to specify which kind of tree is intended.

‘abete’
tree  � 
‘fir’

Fourth, the mouthing can disambiguate manually homonymous 
forms. For example, there is a sign in LIS articulated with both hands 
with V handshape that can be used to refer to both vegetables and 
pasta. In this case, the mouthing specifies which of the two mean-
ings is intended (verdura ‘vegetable’ or pasta ‘pasta’).

 ‘verdura’
a. vegetable/pasta � 
‘vegetable’

 ‘pasta’
b. vegetable/pasta � 
‘pasta’

Fifth, the mouthing can explicitly define what a classifier sign re-
fers to. For example, the classifier cl(flat open L): ‘round_small_ob-
ject’ can be accompanied by the mouthing proiettile ‘bullet’ to spec-
ify which referent is intended.

 ‘proiettile’
cl(flat open L): ‘round_small_object’  � 
‘bullet’

Sixth, the mouthing can explicitly indicate what an initialised sign (a 
sign whose handshape represents the first letter of the correspond-
ing Italian word) refers to. For example, to refer to the Italian poli-
tician Bersani, signers can use the handshape corresponding to let-
ter B and the full mouthing reproducing the name.

‘bersani’
bersani � 

This is a case of single-letter sign [LEXICON 2.2.2].
In spontaneous signing, if mouthing co-occurs with a manual sign, 

these two components tend to be isochronous, i.e. have the same du-
ration. For this reason, sometimes mouthing undergoes alterations 

https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_tree.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_avegetablepasta.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_bvegetablepasta.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_clflatopenlroundsmallobject.mp4
https://edizionicafoscari.unive.it/grammatica-lis/media/video/gr-lis-2-1_5_2_bersani.mp4
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such as lengthening and truncation to match the timing of the manu-
al sign. For example, the mouthing associated with the sign wash (la-
vo) may be realised with the lengthening of the first vowel.

1.5.3 Other non-manuals
To be developed.

Information on Data and Consultants

The descriptions in this chapter are based on the references below. The linguis-
tic data illustrated as images and video clips have been checked through ac-
ceptability judgments and have been reproduced by Deaf native-signing con-
sultants.

Authorship Information

Lara Mantovan
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